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ABSTRACT
Wermelinger, B., Baumg~rtner, J. and Gutierrez, A.P., 1991. A demographic model of
assimilation and allocation of carbon and nitrogen in grapevines. Ecol. Modelling, 53:
1-26.
A dynamic crop model is presented for grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.) dry matter and
nitrogen (N) assimilation and allocation with distributed developmental times and age
structures of the plant subunits. The model forms a basis for future analyses in the vineyard
ecosystem. A flowchart of the daily computations is presented and the corresponding
mathematical structure is described.
In the model, the plant is divided into annual populations of fruit, leaves, shoots and roots
which develop on a perennial frame. In general, these populations are age-structured and
have the attributes of numbers, dry matter and N mass, and their dynamics are simulated as a
time-invariant distributed delay process with attrition. Growth occurs per degree-day above
the developmental threshold of 10°C. The seasonal N dynamics is the net result of the
processes of new tissue formation with high N concentrations and the constant proportional
export of N from ageing parts to reserves. The latter process commences immediately after
tissue formation. The mean concentration of N in a population of plant subunits is
determined by the ratio between young N-rich zones and ageing N-exporting tissues.
Simulations were used to assess the patterns and magnitudes of photoassimilate allocation
to the three sinks: maintenance respiration, reproductive growth and vegetative growth. In
summer, roughly one-third of the assimilate available daily is allocated to each.

INTRODUCTION

A great number of crop models using various approaches have been
described in the literature. Among them are simulation models which may
0304-3800/91/$03.50
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be divided into engineering and demographic models (Baumg~irtner and
Gutierrez, 1988). The model presented here is a dynamic systems model with
demographic structure. This model structure was first proposed by Gutierrez
et al. (1984b) for cotton and later extended for cassava (Gutierrez et al.,
1988a). From a theoretical point of view, this paradigm provides a link
between crop physiology and population theory, and facilitates the structuring of multitrophic models of plant/herbivore interactions. This model type
has the remarkable advantage of being readily adapted to other plant species
and phytophagous arthropod pests, as well as predators or parasites (Gutierrez et al., 1987). The common structure permits the use of the same
demand-driven acquisition function for plant, herbivore and antagonist
species. These features enable the analyses of complex ecosystems by connecting the submodels of the respective species to one another (e.g. Gutierrez et al., 1984a; Gutierrez et al., 1988a, b, c).
A canopy model of grapevines (Vitis vinifera L.) (VIMO, vine model) was
developed to quantify plant assimilation and allocation, and to provide a
basis for evaluating interactions with associated herbivores, in particular
spider mites. Previous uses of this approach in apple trees, based solely on
dry matter (i.e. carbon) acquisition and allocation, revealed serious limitations (Zahner and Baumg~irtner, 1988). Gutierrez et al. (1985) developed a
deterministic model of grape growth and development, but unlike the
present model it did not include nitrogen. Nitrogen (N) has proven to be
very important for both plant and herbivore population growth in experimental (Wermelinger et al., 1985) as well as in multitrophic simulation
studies (Gutierrez et al., 1988a, b, c). For this reason, a nitrogen submodel
was introduced following the approach of Gutierrez et al. (1988a). In
previous models of this kind, the mathematical framework was emphasized
(e.g. Gutierrez et al., 1984b; Gutierrez et al., 1985; Baumg~irtner et al., 1986;
Baumg~irtner et al., 1987; Gutierrez et al., 1988a, b, c), while in this
publication the structure of the simulation model is stressed. The model was
developed for the cultivar 'Pinot Noir' in Northern Switzerland, but it can
be easily adapted to other varieties and for other regions. The long-term goal
of this research is to provide insight into this multitrophic system rather
than to predict yields.
GENERAL MODEL STRUCTURE

Physiological time
In our model, assimilation, i.e. photosynthesis and N uptake, as well as
fruit and frame growth are modelled on a daily basis. Growth and ageing of
leaves, shoots, and roots, however, are modelled on physiological time and
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are expressed in degree-days (DD). A linear relationship between developmental rates and temperature seems reasonable for most of the season. The
degree-days are thus calculated by integrating the area above the developmental threshold of 1 0 ° C reported for grapevine (Winkler et al., 1974;
Gutierrez et al., 1985) and below a sine wave through the daily temperature
minima and maxima (Frazer and Gilbert, 1976). The accumulation of
t)D > 10 ° C starts on I January to produce the yearly heat sum (physiological time). The driving variables of the model are daily temperature extremes
(° C) and radiation (MJ m -2) obtained from a local weather station.

Mathematical framework of plant structure and growth
The plant is structured as a perennial frame, comprised of trunk, canes
and woody roots, and the subunits of annually growing populations of
leaves, shoots, white roots and fruit (inflorescences). Leaves, shoots and
roots are age-structured populations that vary in developmental time (life
span). Knowing the age distribution of the populations at any time t is
important because of its influence on maintenance respiration and arthropod damage. Since fruit are all of approximately the same age, the growth of
grape berries is modelled in a deterministic non-age-structured way. The
three population attributes of numbers, dry matter, D M (g), and N mass (g)
are modelled for leaves and grape berries; only D M and N mass are
computed for shoots and roots. The simulation starts at 1 January with a
perennial frame (Fr in Table 1).
An efficient model for handling the distribution in developmental times
of individuals in a cohort was proposed by Manetsch (1976). This distributed-delay approach has been widely used to model insect phenologies
(Croft and Knight, 1983) but only recently to include mortality (Gutierrez et
al., 1984b). In that model, members of a cohort initiated at the same time
will produce an Erlang distribution of developmental times depending on
their mean developmental time Tj and parameter kj (see below). The model
utilizes constant mean developmental times in DD, hence the time-invariant
delay model was used. The different plant subunits (populations, Q/) are
specified by the indices ( j = L, S, R) for leaves, shoots and roots, and are
handled in vectors of length kj. Each element i ~ [1, k/] represents an age
class of the pivotal age (iTJkj) in DD containing individuals in the ith
substage (see Fig. 1). The vector lengths (Tj) in DD correspond to the average
longevity (maturation time) of the respective population members. The
vector structure is depicted in Fig. 1, and the delay model is given in
equation (1). The input x/ into the first substage is the initiation of new
population members in numbers, dry matter or N mass units per DD. The
outflow y/ from the last substage kj may be interpreted as abscission of
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leaves or lignification of shoots and roots. Vansickle (1977) introduced
premature attrition (losses) into the time-distributed delay model, which
permitted the incorporation of population changes during development and
thus the construction of population models (Gutierrez et al., 1984a). The
parameter/xj, i, originally defined as attrition, includes both losses and gains
(Gutierrez et al., 1984b; Severini et al., 1990b) and is used here in this
TABLE l
Grapevine parameters used for model construction
Parameter

Reference

(DD =

Value

Source

degree-days)

Initial conditions
I2
Setup,
9, 11,23
TL
Setup
Ts
Setup
TR
Setup
tbb
Setup
t bl
Setup
Fr
Setup
Z ( t = O)
Setup

2.42 m 2 per plant

Wermelinger and Koblet (1990)

750 DD
600 DD
150 DD
35.8 DD from 1 Jan.
336 DD from 1 Jan.
865 g
0.1 × F r

ns( t = O)
nF( t = O)
c8
c9
Z N ( t = O)
Nsoil(t = 0)
h soil

Setup
Setup
Setup
Setup
Setup
Setup
Setup

14.2
4700
0.73%
0.44%
2 / 3 of total frame N
1 . 7 g m -2 $2
2.8%

Wermelinger and Koblet (1990)
Field
Estimate
Field
Field
Field
Yang et al. (1980);
Candolfi-Vasconcelos and Koblet (1990)
Wermelinger and Koblet (1990)
Field, estimate
Field
Field, Alexander (1957)
Schaller et al. (1989)
Field
Field

Constants
c1
c2
c3
ca
c5
c6
c7
c10
cll
c12
Qlo
fl

3ii
4i
4ii
4iii
4iv
6i
9, 11
17i, 17iii-vi
17i, 21iv
17ii
D M Demand
7, 13ii-v

0.004 g
1.1
0.1
0.1
0.7
0.1
0.75
0.07
0.02
0.0044
2.3
0.3

?~
a1
a2

10
12
19

0.6
0.02
0.33

Field
Calibration value
Calibration value
Calibration value
Calibration value
Calibration value
Jackson and Palmer (1979)
Field
Estimate
Alexander (1957)
Butler and Landsberg (1981)
Penning de Vries and
Van Laar (1982)
Jackson and Palmer (1979)
Estimate
Estimate
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TABLE 1 (continued)
Parameter

Reference

Value

Source

(8.26E-3 + 1.74E-4x
_ 5.46E_7x 2) m 2 g - 1
(age x < 250 DD) a
(1.95E-2- 5.37E-6x) m2 g- 1
(age x > 250 DD) a
1.43x/1.05 x
( x = a g e / 1 0 in DD) "

Wermelinger and
K o b l e t (1990)

3i

0.05 D D - 1

3iii, 15iii,
21iv

0.003 g D D - 1 (age < 250 DD)

Wermelinger and
K o b l e t (1990)
Wermelinger and
K o b l e t (1990)

Age-specific constants
SLA i

11

LEi

11

K r i e d e m a n n et al.
(1970)

Rates
oJ

8v

5ii

DM,
N Growth

mv

22i

mE, i

22ii

m s, m R

22iii, 22iv

0.0006 g DD-1 (age > 250 DD)
( -- 2 . 0 E - 3 + 6.15 - 6 x
- 3 . 8 5 E - 9 x 2) g DD - 1
(for t > 536 DD,
x = time after b u d b r e a k )
0.02 d - l
(0 o C < T e m p e r a t u r e < 10 o C)
0.3 d -1
( T e m p e r a t u r e < 0 ° C)
0.011 D D - x ( b e f o r e b l o o m )
0.0038 D D - 1 (after b l o o m )
0.007 DD-1 (age < 300 DD)
0 (age > 300 DD)
0.05 D D - 1

Field

C a l i b r a t i o n values

C a l i b r a t i o n values
C a l i b r a t i o n values
C a l i b r a t i o n value

a x = pivotal age o f age class i.

manner for both the dry matter and the N model. The different vectors j
refer to the attributes of number, dry mass and N mass of the populations
leaves, shoots and roots.

~j,1(t)

I~j,2(t)

p.j,i(t)

.... ~

p.j,k(t)

Ql!(t)+ .... ~Qj,II t) ~

Fig. 1. V e c t o r r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e p o p u l a t i o n s a n d their d y n a m i c s . T h e s y m b o l s are e x p l a i n e d in
e q u a t i o n (1).
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dQj.1/dt = xj(t) - rjA(t ) + lajA(t) Qj,,(t)
dQj,2/dt

= rj,l(t ) -

dQj,i/dt

= Fj, i_l(t

dQj, k/dt

= rj,k_l(t )

rj,2(t ) +/*j,2(t) Q j,2(t)

) -- Fj,i (t)

-'1-

~j,i(t) Qj,i(t)

--yj(t) + IZj,k(t) Qj,k(t)

(1)

where i is the index denoting the substage (1 < i < k), k the number of
substages of population j, j the index denoting the population, rj,~(t) the
transition rate from substage i to substage i + 1, Qj,~(t) the storage (mass or
numbers) in substage i, #j,~(t) the age-specific proportional growth a n d / o r
loss rate, xj(t) the input in the first substage of population j (initiation of
mass or numbers), and yj(t) the output out of the last substage of population j (mass or numbers).
For simulation purposes it is more convenient to write equation (1) as
flow rates (Vansickle, 1977). Then, the vector elements are transition rates
(~.~) that shift at a given rate from the first towards the last age class. The
contents of the age classes (Qj,~) in terms of numbers or mass are represented in the vectors by their transition rates (rj,~ = Qj, ikJTj). The simulation technique of the delay process is described in more detail by Manetsch
(1976) and Vansickle (1977).
The variation in transition times (Tj) through the delay process is determined by the number of substages (k j) which may be estimated from the
mean longevity ( ~ ) and variance (s 2) (Manetsch, 1976):

T//s

(2)

The smaller kj (less substages), the greater is the variance of the longevity.
This means that at low kj some individuals pass faster through the vector
than the average and some pass more slowly thus living longer (Gutierrez et
al., 1984b). The frequency distribution of output individuals depends also on
/,j,, (Vansickle, 1977; Schaub and Baumg~irtner, 1989): the smaller kj, the
more the distribution is affected by attrition. A realistic estimate of kj could
be obtained from field data with the method of Severini et al. (1990a). In our
model it was arbitrarily set to 30 for all populations, and this proved
satisfactory for our purpose.

Metabofic-pool model
The metabolic-pool concept (Gutierrez and Wang, 1979) is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The C and N assimilates (carbohydrates and nitrogenous com-
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pounds) available daily for distribution are viewed as pools augmented by
the daily assimilation of carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) plus that remobilized
from reserves. The contents of the carbohydrate and N pools are distributed
according to a similar priority scheme. Conceptually, the allocation of
assimilate to the various organ populations is determined by the current
level of the pools and the 'outlet' levels to the respective demands. Maintenance respiration costs met only with carbohydrates have first priority. If
this demand cannot be satisfied, at exhausted reserves, the plant dies. After
blooming, when auxin production in the berries starts (Alleweldt, 1977),
reproductive growth is given second priority for both carbohydrate and N
allocation. The third priority is growth of vegetative parts (Sartorius, 1969;
Taylor and Van den Ende, 1969; Ho et al., 1989). Reproductive and
vegetative demands for C and N have equal priority before blooming. The
last priority is accumulation or replenishing of plant reserves which are
important during periods of shortfall, e.g. limited radiation at high temperatures, and as the energy source for early spring regrowth.
The Frazer and Gilbert (1976) function is used to estimate C and N
acquisition (see DM Supply). A fundamental feature of this function is that
assimilation is sink-driven, but may be limited by the availability of resources such as radiation and N in the soil. Thus the plant is able to react to
increased demands resulting from internal or external stresses from insects
or pathogens. Photosynthesis is leaf-age dependent and linearly related to N
content of leaves (Williams and Smith, 1985; Field and Mooney, 1986). In
the model, N deficiency lowers the carbohydrate demand of the plant, and
indirectly affects photosynthesis.

Veget. grow
Reprodu~i(

Fig. 2. Metabolic-pool model for carbohydrates (C) and nitrogen (N) (arrows indicate mass
flows; MR, maintenance respiration).
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Flow chart

The program was written in Turbo Pascal; its simplified flow chart is
depicted in Fig. 3. The dry-matter (DM) model deals with the assimilation
and allocation of carbon, while the parallel nitrogen submodel contains the
processes involving N. The structure permits either running the DM model
alone assuming unlimited N supply, or inclusion of the nitrogen submodel.
A short overview of the model is presented first, followed by a detailed
explanation of each step. At the beginning of the program, crop parameters
are read from a setup file and all state variables are initialized (procedure
'SETUP'). Subsequently the 'potential' daily DM and N demand rates
(DEMAND) are calculated at the current daily thermal sum (At) in DD for
all subunit populations assuming unlimiting conditions. In the next step
(SUPPLY), the actual assimilation of C and N under the current weather
and soil conditions are computed. Growth coefficients ( ~ j ~ [ 0 , 1]) are
computed (RATIOS) as the ratios of the acquired C and N mass (SUPPLY)
and their potential for growth (DEMAND). These ratios scale the genetic
potential demand rates to the actual growth rates of the population members, following the priority scheme outlined above. Dry matter is allocated
to the population members on a thermal-sum (degree-day) basis, and each

DM MODEL

i

N SUBMODEL

i

o_

~

dd loop

Fig. 3. Flowchartfor the dry-matter (DM) and nitrogen (N) model (dd loop = computations
with a time step of one degree-day).
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cohort is aged (GROWTH). In the N submodel, available N in the soil is
updated (SOIL). Eventually, a daily output is created (OUTPUT). The
structure is identical for the DM and the N model. In the following
description, reference to time t is omitted in the equations unless specifically
required.
DRY-MATTER MODEL

Setup

At the beginning of the program calculations, crop parameters, management practices and initial population attributes are defined. Among these
are planting density (~2), summer pruning and harvest dates, pruning losses,
longevities of leaves (TL), shoots (Ts) and roots (TR), maximum leaf
production rate per shoot (co), growth rates (~L.i) of leaves, initial bud
number (ns) and number of flowers (nv), weight of the vine frame (Fr)
(roots, trunk, canes) and number of degree-days required for budbreak ( t b b )
and start of blooming (lbl). The initial mass of reserves ( Z ( t = 0 ) ) is
calculated from the frame mass. A detailed list of parameter values is given
in Table 1.
D M Demand

The demand is defined as the genetically determined maximum (potential) growth rate (Gutierrez et al., 1987), and in most cases reasonable
approximations can be obtained from field observations. Potential growth of
each population per day is determined from growth rates of individuals in
the population under non-limiting conditions of radiation and soil N supply.
Vegetative demand has the components leaves, shoots, roots, frame ( =
secondary growth of perennial roots, trunk and canes) and reserves. The
potential number of new leaves (no,) is determined by the leaf production
rate per shoot (co), the number of shoots (ns) and At (equation 3i). The DM
demand for leaf mass has two components. First, the maximum number of
new leaves (n~) and the weight of leaf buds (c]) determine the demand (bL1)
for new mass entering the first substage (equation 3ii). Second, the demand
for age-specific growth of individual expanding leaves (bL2) depends on the
number of leaves (n L,i) in age class i, their respective potential growth rates
(SL, i) and the daily heat sum (At) (equation 3iii):
n,~ = co-n s • At
(3i)
bL1 = n~ "cl

(3ii)

kL
bL2 =

~ ~L,i " n L , i ° A t
i=1

(3iii)
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The further vegetative demands for shoots (bs), roots (b R), frame (b Fm ) and
reserves (br~s) are proportional to leaf demand (cf. Gutierrez et al., 1988a;
Wermelinger and Koblet, 1990):

bs=c2(bLa + bi.2)
bR=c3(bL1 + bL2 )
bFm = c4(bL1 + bL2 )
bres=cs(bu + bL2)

(4i)
(4iX)
(4iii)

(4iv)

Thus demand for vegetative growth, excluding reserves, is:
bveg = bL1 + bL2 + b R + b s + bFm

(5)

The reproductive demand (bF) for inflorescences before berry set is
proportional to total leaf demand (equations 3ii, 3iii). Thereafter, fruit
demand is given by a quadratic function (6v(t)) for individual berry
demand and by the number of berries (nF) and At(DD):

br:=c6(bLa +bL2 )
bF = 6v" nr" At

(t ~ 536DD)
(t > 536D0)

(6i)
(6ii)

Growth respiration ( i l l part of the total demand for growth (equation 7),
is the cost incurred in converting photoassimilate from primary
carbohydrates to structural matter, and averages 30% of net assimilation
(Penning de Vries and Van Laar, 1982). Accumulation of reserves has no
conversion costs.
Daily maintenance respiration (bM,) depends on the kind and the mass of
the tissue. It is set to 1% for roots, fruit and reserves, to 1.5% for shoots,
trunk and canes, and to 3% for leaves (Penning de Vries and Van Laar,
1982). These values, valid at 25°C, are adapted to current temperatures
using a Q10 of 2.3 (Butler and Landsberg, 1981). In roots, shoots, trunk and
canes, only the living mass respires, therefore it is necessary to keep track of
the lignification processes. Including maintenance and growth respiration,
the overall daily demand (btot) is given by:
btot = (b F @ bveg)/(1 - fl) + bres + bMR

(7)

If the N submodel is included, the above demands (equations 3, 4, 6) are
multiplied by the respective N coefficients (~Nv, ~Nv) computed in the N
submodel (equations 20i, 20iii).

DM Supply
The function used to calculate photosynthesis is the functional-response
model developed originally for insect predation (Frazer and Gilbert, 1976)
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and adapted to this purpose by Gutierrez et al. (1987, 1988a). The most
important difference from other photosynthesis models is that assimilation
is sink-driven. This implies possible stimulation of the photosynthetic rate
by increased demands for carbohydrates:
S = btot [1 - e x p ( - a • M/btot) ]

(8)

The total demand ( b t o t ) represents the maximum possible growth rate at
current At (i.e. the saturation level of the function). The variable M
represents the C resources as a function of incident light. It is the
carbohydrate equivalent (g m -2) of a given radiation level, determined by
the amount of quanta (I), their absorption, photorespiration and the theoretically possible conversion of quanta into carbohydrates (equation 9).
Loomis and Williams (1963) calculate a potential daily productivity of 77 g
m -2 at 500 cal cm -2 assuming 33% photorespiration. Modifying photorespiration to 25% (Penning de Vries and Van Laar, 1982) and adapting this
productivity to the S! units, a conversion constant of 4.14 is used in the
model to convert radiation (MJ m -2) into carbohydrates (g m-2). Accounting for planting density ( f a), the resources accessible to a single plant are:
M = 4.14. I-

(9)

C7 • ~-~

Although photosynthesis represents C assimilation, i.e. carbohydrate production, the Loomis and Williams (1963) productivity potential includes the
associated inorganic compounds, and therefore carbohydrate allocation is
referred to as dry-matter growth. The variable a is the light-interception rate
obtained from the light-extinction coefficient (X) and the leaf-area index
(LAI) (Beer's Law):
a = 1 - e x p ( - X. LAI)

(10)

Since the model operates on a dry-matter (g) basis, the leaf area needs to be
calculated from the leaf mass. Wermelinger and Koblet (1990) give a
physiological-age-dependent specific leaf area (SLAi) (m 2 g-1). The effect of
leaf age on photosynthetic activity (Kriedemann et al., 1970) is accounted
for by inclusion of a leaf-age-specific coefficient of photosynthetic efficiency
(LEi) in the calculation of LAX:
kL
LAI =

E (QL,i"
i=l

SLAi" LEi)/(C

7 • ~-2)

(11)

where QL, i is the dry mass of leaves in age class i, c 7 the proportion of the
area shaded by the plant, and ~2 is the planting density (m 2 per plant). With
L E i ~-~ 1 the actual LAI observed in the field is obtained. Note that all
environmental and biotic factors are in the variables a, M and btot.
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DM Ratios
The growth coefficients are calculated using allocation priorities (Fig. 2).
The amount of carbohydrates (Ca) available in the metabolic pool for daily
growth equals the sum of daily photosynthesis (S) and a fraction (orl) of the
reserves ( Z):
(12)

C 1 = S --}- O~lZ

Maintenance respiration (b,~R) is subtracted first from this pool (13i). The
index of C corresponds to the amount of assimilate available at the respective priority level (equation 13). For example, the index '1' refers to
respiration with first priority. If C 2 < 0, additional reserves may be used;
otherwise, after depletion of the reserves, the plant dies and the simulation is
terminated. Since fruit has second priority, the remaining photosynthates
(C2) are used to compute the s u p p l y / d e m a n d ratio for the fruit growth
coefficient (q~F)- Once the amount used for fruit growth including growth
respiration (fl) is subtracted, the remaining supply (Ca) is available for
vegetative growth (third priority). In an analogous way, the ratio s u p p l y /
demand for the vegetative coefficient ( ~ v ) is calculated and the corresponding dry mass subtracted from the metabolic pool. These coefficients are
limited to a value between 0 and 1. The remaining photosynthates (C4) are
added to the reserves (Z). The computations are as follows:
Ca = C a - bM,

• F=C2/(bF/(1-fl))

(13i)
q)v ~ [0, 1]

C3 = C2 - ~V" bF/(1 -- fl)

~v=C3/(bveg/(1-fl))
C4 = Ca - ~v" bveg/(1 - fl)

(13ii)
(13iii)

, ~ v ~ [0, 1]

(13iv)
(13v)

Before blooming, both reproductive (inflorescences) and vegetative growth
have the same priority level (~F = ~V). After harvest, reserves take over the
priority level of fruit (cf. Sartorius, 1969) so as to fill up reserves for winter
respiration and sprouting next spring.

DM Growth
The demands of the various populations are scaled down to actual growth
by the growth coefficients (~F and ~v).
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Growth per day. The daily mass increments of grapes (inflorescences) and
frame can be simply expressed as:
AQF = bF" ~F
A Q F m = b E r n " t~ v

(14i)

(14ii)

and they are added to current fruit and frame mass, respectively. If ~F < 1,
i.e. if C stress occurs, fruit number and mass suffer a loss provided they are
in a shedding window of 350 DD beginning at blooming. This is modelled by
multiplying the fruit number (nF) by the daily coefficient 0.8 < t~ v > 1.0.
Growth per degree-day. Once the above processes are calculated, growth
and ageing of leaves, shoots, and roots are computed via the delay model
(Fig. 1). The formation of new leaves, in terms of number and dry mass
entering the first age class (initiation), is represented by XnL and XL,
respectively. The proportional mass increase (/~L.i) is the expansion of
existing leaves (Q1,i) of age class i:
XnL = Fifo" Cbv/At

(15i)

bL1 " Cbv/At

(15ii)

XL :

~ L , i = ( 3 L , i "hE,i" ~ v / Q L , i ) / A t

(15iii)

The time step for the population growth is 1 DD, hence, the delay process is
performed At times per day. Consequently, the delay input into the first age
class (equations 15i, ii) and into the subsequent age classes (equations 15iii)
has to be divided by At for each pass. Leaves leaving the delay (YL) are
abscised from the grapevine, but 16% of the dry mass is reallocated as
carbohydrates to reserves (data for apple leaves; 0land, 1963).
Shoot and root growth occur exclusively as inputs x s and XR, i.e. by
initiation into the first age class:
Xs = bs" dPv/At

(16i)

xR = bR" ~ v / A t

(16ii)

Thus, the leaf population consists of individual numbers and masses of
leaves of different ages, but only mass age distribution is modelled for
shoots and roots. All realized growth rates automatically include growth
respiration. The ouflows Ys and YR from the shoot and root vectors refer to
lignification. One-third of this output mass is available as reserves, while
two-thirds become an inactive part of the perennial system.
Mortalities per day. During the growing season, leaf and shoot m a s s / n u m bers are removed by pruning, but the number of shoots can increase (see
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section Parameterization and calibration) due to lateral shoots appearing
after the loss of apical dominance. In late autumn, a daily mortality (c) due
to temperatures below the developmental threshold is applied outside of the
delay process to model leaf-fall. Since ageing is degree-day driven and none
is accumulated at the low temperatures of late autumn, the shedding of
leaves cannot be accounted for by the regular delay procedure.

Daily output
At the end of the day, reserves are allocated to the storage organs such as
shoots, frame and roots, in proportion to their mass, and the substages of all
subunits are summed up to obtain numbers and mass of the populations.
Numerical or graphical real-time output is created.
NITROGEN MODEL
The N submodel has the same structure as the DM model. The unit of N
assimilation and allocation is (g per plant). The N mass is a population
attribute contained in vectors in the same way as dry matter. Thus the leaf
population has three attributes that are age-structured and may be represented by three vectors (numbers, dry matter, N mass) with a common age
index. Shoots and roots have two age-structured attributes (dry matter and
N mass). Potential or genetically defined N demand is assumed to be
linearly related to DM growth. The dynamics of N in a subunit population
is given by the following mechanism: the growth of new zones of tissue with
a potential N concentration (demand) is scaled by an N-growth coefficient.
Once this tissue is formed, N begins to be removed from it during its ageing
process at a constant rate. This remobilized N mass is added to the common
N reserve pool. The two processes of import and export overlap during the
growth of the plant population members. The resulting balance between
N-rich growing zones (e.g. shoot tips) and low-N ageing zones (e.g. lignifying shoot parts) determines the average N concentration of an organ
population (e.g. mean shoot N).
Nitrogen assimilation occurs via a similar demand-driven acquisition
function as used for carbohydrates. The resources are the nitrates in the soil,
which are updated daily by the mineralization of organic matter and
subsequent nitrification, input from the atmosphere and microorganisms,
uptake by the plant, and other losses (leaching). Generally, the same
variables are used as in the DM model, indexed by 'N'.
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Setup

If the nitrogen submodel is switched on, some additional initial values are
read in the procedure 'SETUP': initial N concentration of perennial roots
(c8) and of the woody above ground frame (trunk and canes, c9); initial N
reserves ( Z y ( t = 0)) in spring; and the initial amount of N as nitrates in the
soil (Nsoil(t=0)). From the humus percentage (hsoil) the organic matter
content (g m -2) is calculated (Jones et al., 1974).
Nitrogen Demand

The demands of the different plant subunit members for N are proportional to their dry-matter growth (equations 14-16). The proportion is given
by the potential N concentration of new growth of the respective population. Before blooming, the N demand of reproductive growth (bNv) is the
same as for vegetative growth but it is lower after blooming. Vegetative N
demand is calculated via the common potential N concentration (c10) for
leaves, shoots and roots and c12 for the frame. Nitrogen demand of expanding leaves (bNL2) is age-dependent. The calculations are made as follows:
bN F = AQF" a

a = c10
a = Cll

before blooming
after blooming

bNFm = AQFm .el2
bNL1 = XL • C10

(17i)
(17ii)
(17iii)

kL

bNL2 = E ~L,i" nL,i" ~)V" ClO"At

(17iv)

i=1

bNs = Xs " Clo
bNR

= X R " ¢10

bNveg -- bNFm + bNL1 + bNL2 + bN s + bN R

(17v)
(17vi)
(17vii)

The plant has no N demand for respiration. Total N demand (bNtot)
therefore is the sum of the above components ( = bN F + bNveg).
Nitrogen Supply

The N acquisition function (equation 18) is analogous to equation (8) and
needs only brief explanation. In order to limit accumulation of N reserves,
the maximum N uptake ( b N ) is the total demand (bNtot) diminished by a
fraction (1/3) of the available N reserves of the plant. The search rate (a) is
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the ratio of the current mass of white roots to the m a x i m u m a m o u n t of these
roots usually reached during a season. This assumes that, when living root
mass is greatest, the plant has access to all nitrates in the soil (Nsoil) at time
t:
Nuptake

=

bU[1 - e x p ( - a • Nsoi,/bN)]

(18)

Nitrogen Ratios
In analogy to the D M model, a fraction of the N reserves (ZN) is allowed
to be used. This is very important for sprouting in spring (Taylor and May,
1967):
N1 =

Nuptake

(19)

-{- 0/2 • g N

The priority scheme for N is identical to that for dry matter, except that no
respiration costs for N are subtracted. ~Nv and qtiNv denote the N coefficients for fruit and vegetative parts, respectively. Before blooming, reproductive and vegetative demands have the same priority (~NF = q~yv):
cbNv = N~/bNv

q~Nv ~ [0, 1]

(20i)

N2 = N1 - ( bNv" q~NF)

(20ii)

~Nv = Nz/bNveg

(20iii)

q)Nv ~ [0, 1]

N3 = N2 - ( bNveg " q)Nv )

(20iv)

The remaining N 3 is allocated to N reserves. The reproductive and vegetative N growth coefficients are used to scale N allocation (equations 21, 22)
and dry-matter d e m a n d (equations 3, 4, 6).
Nitrogen Growth
On a daily basis, N increments of fruit (inflorescences, ANF) and frame
(ANFm) are calculated, but growth and ageing of the other populations are
performed per DD as in the dry-matter model.
A NF = bNF" ~NF

(21i)

bNFm"~NV

(21ii)

XNL = bNLI" ~ N v / A t

(21iii)

gyL,i = (rL.i" nI_,i" ~ v "ca0" ~ N v / Q N L , i ) / A t

(21iv)

ANFm

=

XNs = bNs. ~ N v / A t
XNR

=

bN R • ~Nv/At

(21v)
(21vi)
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The constant N extraction rates (m j) per DD are tissue-specific, and are
divided at N deficiency by the respective N coefficients (~NV, ~Nv ~ [0.5, 1].
Thus, if ~NF and ~NV are less than 1, the extraction rates are increased.
The daily net N accumulation of fruit is the balance of N acquisition and
remobilization (equation 22i). Exports of N from leaves, shoots and roots
are c o m p u t e d per degree-day in the delay process, with the loss rates having
the opposite sign to the growth rates. The net growth rate of leaves /~NL,i per
DD, given by growth gNL, i and loss (mL/t~NV), corresponds to the attrition
/~j,i in equation (1). For shoots and roots, only proportional losses (#NSj
and ~NR, i) are modelled via attrition:

NF( t ) = ( Nr( t - At) + A N r )(1 - mv/tbNV At)

q~Yr ~ [0.5, 1]

(22i)

~NV ~ [0.5, 1]

(22ii)

/ZNS,i = m S / ~ N V

q~NV ~ [0.5, 1]

(22iii)

/'£NR,i = m R / ~ I N V

~NV ~ [0.5, 1]

(22iv)

~£NL,i =

gYL,i + mL,i/flJNV

Before leaves are abscised, 50% of leaf N is remobilized (Oland, 1963;
Taylor and Van den Ende, 1969) and translocated to the N reserves. In
reality this process takes 3 - 4 weeks, but for simplicity it was modelled via
the outflow (YNL) in equation (1). The same s u m m e r pruning and frost
mortalities are applied as in the D M model.

Soil
Soil N dynamics is modelled in a very simple way on a per-plant basis.
The nitrates in the root zone of a plant are considered to be in a container to
which the plants has access depending on its relative root mass. This
available N is updated by mineralization (NoM): 4% of the N in organic
matter (5% N) becomes available to the plant in a 160-day season (Jones et
al., 1974). An average daily a m o u n t (Nfix) based on an annual 9 g m - 2 is
imported from atmospheric deposition and biological fixation. In addition
to the extraction by the plant ( N u p t a k e ) there is a daily N loss (Moss)
(leaching, volatilization) given by an annual export of 5 g m-2. These values
were calculated for the year 1987 in Switzerland (Stadelmann, 1988), but are
typical for m a n y regions in Europe. I2 corrects for planting density. Daily N
[g m -2 $2] available to a plant is therefore:
Nsoil(t ) = Nsoil(t - At) + NOM -- Nuptake + ~2(Nfi x - Moss )

(23)

Daily output
Nitrogen from the reserves pool is counted with the populations as in the
D M model. Nitrogen concentrations of the subunit populations are calculated, and graphical output similar to that shown in Fig. 4 is created.
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Fig. 4. Simulated (lines) and observed data (symbols) of grapevine development on a

per-plant basis during the growing season 1988 at W~idenswil, Switzerland (time in Julian
days; B, blooming; H, harvest): mass (e), number (A) and N content (zx) of leaves (4A); living
root mass ( R ) and shoot mass (e) and N content (zx) of shoots (4B); mass (e) and N content
(r,) of grapes (4C).

PARAMETERIZATION AND CALIBRATION

Most parameter values were estimated in 1988 in a 'Pinot Noir' vineyard
in W~idenswil near Ziirich, Switzerland. The sampling techniques and the
field data are presented elsewhere (Wermelinger and Koblet, 1990). Other
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data were extracted from literature sources on vine or other deciduous plants
where appropriate. All parameter values are listed in Table 1.

Dry-matter model
N o calibration was necessary for the leaf dry-matter growth patterns. The
constant proportionality factors (c 2 - c 6 ) for other vegetative growth were
calibrated to meet the field data. To some extent, the summer pruning losses
could be used to adjust the magnitude of leaf and shoot production, but this
did not affect the production patterns. Pruning losses of leaves and shoots
were estimated in the field from counts of the n u m b e r of leaves per shoot
before and after pruning. Summer pruning losses were set to 25%, 25%, and
10% on 25 May, 10 July, and 23 August, respectively. The multiplication of
growing shoots after pruning, caused by lateral shoot production, was set to
1.7, 1.0, and 1.0.

Nitrogen submodel
It was not possible to estimate the rates of the postulated overlapping
processes of N import and export in young growing zones in the field.
Therefore, the extraction rates (m j) of N out of the ageing tissues had to be
calibrated to meet the slopes of the population N concentrations. The
extraction rate per. DD was kept constant during the whole season, which
implies a higher turnover of proteins and, therefore, a higher N remobilization on warm days. Fruit had two different basic rates (mF) of N extraction:
before blooming it was 0.011 DD -1 and after blooming 0.0038 DD-1. Leaf N
was extracted at a rate (mE) of 0.007 DD -1 up to a leaf age of 300 DD
(Wermelinger and Koblet, 1990), the rate being zero until abscission when
an additional fraction of the leaf N mass (see N submodel) was translocated
to the N reserves. For shoots and roots the export of N to reserves occurred
from all age classes, the remobilization rates (m s and mR) being 0.05 DD-1
each. The above estimates form the base rates which are increased during N
deficiency by the coefficients ~NF and q~NV. Proportional pruning losses are
the same as for DM.
SIMULATION RESULTS
As a verification of the model (Dent and Blackie, 1979), the logical
correctness of the computer program and the adequacy of the description of
the biological mechanisms were checked by comparing the simulations with
the field data. In Fig. 4, the simulated D M and N development of the
populations leaves, shoots, roots and fruit are presented with the corre-
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sponding field data (Wermelinger and Koblet, 1990). Leaf number and mass
(Fig. 4A) are slightly underestimated at the beginning of growth. This can be
explained by the simultaneous appearance of 2-3 leaflets at budbreak in the
field, while the model operates on the basis of a constant leaf production
rate per DO. The decline in leaf number and mass in late May, mid July and
late August is caused by the summer prunings. The simulation of leaf area is
not included, but it follows in magnitude (in dm 2) and shape the curve for
leaf numbers. The line indicating leaf N represents the N concentration of a
leaf initiated at the beginning of the season. By mid August these leaves
have reached the end of their average life-span and are shed. Shoot mass
(Fig. 4B) continues to increase until the end of the season, reduced only by
the summer prunings. The N concentration declines sharply in early season
but stabilizes as the shoots are increasingly lignified. The slight increase in
shoot N in early November is in response to the reallocation of N reserves
from the abscised leaves to the woody tissues. The simulated development of
white, unlignified roots (Fig. 4B) lacks corresponding field data. However,
the shape corresponds to the description of root growth in the literature
(Champagnol, 1984), except that the decrease in living roots in the autumn
in the field is not matched, because low temperatures hinder the ageing
process using the linear degree-day model. Unfortunately, data to construct
an appropriate non-linear development-rate model are not available. Root
growth is known to start later than shoot growth in spring (Freeman and
Smart, 1976). In Fig. 4C, the development of grape growth and N content is
depicted. The fluctuations of DM at the end of July reflect the shedding of
grape berries after blooming during a period of assimilate shortage.
In addition, the model was used to evaluate the daily proportional
distribution of photoassimilate to the three sinks, respiration, reproductive
growth and vegetative growth. Fig. 5B shows the daily gross photosynthesis
expressed as carbohydrates produced, given by the abiotic factors, solar
radiation (Fig. 5A) and temperature (Fig. 5C). Respiration (Fig. 5D) remains at a low level in winter and early spring, subsequently rising as the
respiring plant mass and temperature increase. The effect of harvest, i.e. the
removal of a considerable amount of respiring tissue, is visible on day 292.
Relevant fruit increments (Fig. 5E) are restricted to a short period during
the season, whereas vegetative growth occurs during the whole growing
season. The magnitude of the daily peaks in summer is similar for all three
sinks, i.e. the daily carbon gain is distributed in roughly equal parts to
respiration, reproduction and vegetative growth, provided radiation and N
uptake are not limiting. Thus, roughly one-third of the daily assimilation of
a grapevine in summer is respired by living tissue. The effect of the
allocation priority levels is visible in the extent of the daily fluctuations.
Respiration, having top priority and depending only on temperature, is not
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affected by limiting radiation, fruit growth with second priority is occassionally severely impaired, and vegetative growth suffers most from limiting
radiation and is characterized by frequent and considerable daily fluctuations. This is confirmed by the behavior of the DM growth coefficients for
reproductive and vegetative growth (Fig. 6). Before blooming, they have the
same priority and therefore show the same pattern. Thereafter, the vegetative coefficient shows much more fluctuations than the reproductive.
DISCUSSION

The presented model (VIMO) is a canopy model representing growth and
development of an average plant in a stand. It was developed as a tool to
increase understanding of the interactions between different trophic levels,
rather than for mere plant-physiology purposes. The development of the
plant model is a first step in this process, but at the same time the model is
applicable for the assessment of the effect of management practices, such as
summer pruning or fertilization, on yield formation and dry-matter production. A sensitivity analysis to determine the effects of different levels of N in
the soil on productivity and grape leaf quality is presented elsewhere
(Wermelinger and Baumg~irtner, 1990). Together with the sensitivity analysis, the model shows its usefulness according to most of the criteria defined
by Cale et al. (1983).
In general, the correspondence of the simulation results with the observed
field data was good. In this modelling paradigm, the maximum growth rates
determined in the field were used as demand parameters that were modified
during the season by weather and soil conditions. These interactions produced the growth patterns observed in the field. The most important plant
characteristic in the model is maximum leaf growth rate. Sartorius (1969)
reports that single cells and not organs were the driving sink for sugars. This
suggests the necessity of modelling the age structure of tissues, and supports
our concept of N allocation into newly formed tissue zones with a potential
demand and a constant N remobilization rate out of ageing tissue. This
approach satisfactorily described the development of N concentrations in a
biologically reasonable manner. The extracted N may not exit the organ but
be reallocated to a newly formed zone in the same organ. In the model,
remobilized N is simply added to the common N pool. A similar model was
proposed for cassava growth (Gutierrez et al., 1988a) which used age-dependent N extraction rates, i.e. higher remobilization rates from older tissues.
A valuable feature of the present model is that it allows the inclusion of
the N submodel by a simple o n / o f f switch. Often, data sets exclude N and
under non-limiting N conditions the model can be run as a pure DM model.
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However, evaluation of the effects of N supply showed the necessity of
including the N submodel under conditions of limited supply (Wermelinger
and Baumg~rtner, 1990). One of the problems often encountered in models
of perennial plants was the lack of reserves at the end of the growing season.
In this model, the carbohydrate reserves were depleted by the end of July,
where replenishment started and continued until the end of leaf-fall. The
level at the end of the year was 20% higher than at the beginning of the year.
Roughly one-third would be removed by winter pruning of the shoots.
Therefore, the plant would start with an adequate amount of reserves in the
following spring. This feature makes the model suitable for multi-seasonal
studies. The level of N reserves at the end of the year was 40% higher than
the starting level, caused either by excessive N uptake or remobilization
from abscised leaves.
The approach of demand-driven photosynthesis is supported by previously developed models (Gutierrez, Baumg~rtner and colleagues) successfully using the same concept, and by field observations (Smart, 1974;
Koblet, 1985). The proportional reduction of D M demand by the N coefficients is in agreement with the linear relationship between the N content of
the plant and relative DM growth rates reported by Hirose (1988). The
inclusion of leaf-age-dependent photosynthesis qualifies the model for the
analysis of interactions between host plants and herbivores with preferences
for certain leaf-age classes.
Similar models on grape growth in California (Gutierrez et al., 1985;
Williams et al., 1985) simulated linear growth of leaves and shoots. Since
radiation and temperature are not limiting in the Central Valley of California, most of the growth demand was realized in those models and the
discrepancies with the field data were attributed to water stress, which was
not included in the models. Under the conditions of northern Switzerland,
water deficiency rarely poses a problem to vine development. However, the
limiting factors may be radiation, temperature and plant nutrition, which are
included in the DM and N models.
The shortcomings of the model are its simplistic approach of the dynamics of N in the soil, the poor background information on root development, the insufficiently considered effects of vineyard architecture on light
interception, the lack of plant architecture itself, and some estimates of
reserve utilization. Most of the improvements require extensive research. A
sophisticated soil-N model would require inclusion of soil and plant water
dynamics and a desirable extension of the model would be the inclusion of
grape sugar content, i.e. wine quality.
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